Your purchase of this Mitsubishi MELTRAC-A Inverter Option Card is
greatly appreciated.
This instruction manual describes operating instructions and cautionary
notes to use your MELTRAC-A Option Card correctly.
Incorrect operation or handling may cause unexpected problems. Be
sure to read this instruction manual thoroughly so that you will use your
Option Card correctly.

INPUT/OUTPUT FUNCTION CARD (T-OPT20)
This is a multi-functionaloption card intendedto be used on industrial machines.
The Option Card has thefollowing functions.
PLG Feedback control
16-bit digital input
Add-on analog output
Relay output
12-bit AID converter for frequencysignals
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2. INSTALLATION
Remove the front cover from the inverter. Mount the Option Card according to
following instructions.

the

2-1 PREPARATIONFOR INSTALLATION
(1) Check that the invertertype and model number are correct.
This Option Cardis exclusivelyfor MELTRAC-Aseries productsand is not applicable
for other series.
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(2) Check that the maincircuit power and the control circuit powerof the inverter hav
been turned off.
Do not mount the Option Card while power
as doing
is on,so would cause the inverter
to fail.

(3) If the PLG feedback control(optional) is to be used, prepare
a PLG (ora motor with
a PLG) and external power source.
See page 9 for details.

I

(4) Check that the followingitems are in the package.
Operation manual x 1
Option Card T-OPT20 x 1
Jumper piece (a piece secured on terminalx 1

M3 screws for mounting Option Card x 8
Stand-offs for mounting Option Card x 8

2-2 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
(1) Insert the Option Card connectorinto the connector on the
main control card of the
inverter.
Be sure to insert it firmly until fully seated.

(2) Securely mount the Option Card on the inverter with the attached M3 screws (8
locations). The connectormaybeincorrectly
coupled if the stand-offs arenot
the
properly aligned with
inverter.

I
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(3) See page 3 for mounting instruction.
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3. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLG
FEEDBACK CONTROL FUNCTION
A speed detector (pulse encoder PLG) detects motor rotational speed. The speed
is fed
back to the inverter whichcontrols the output frequencyin order to maintain aconstant
motor speed regardless of load variation.

3-1 CONNECTION DIAGRAM

!

Inverter

0
Couple PLG to motor
with bothaxes exactly
aligned without
clearance.
Speed ratio
should be 1:1.

cable
terminal block TB2.

Customer to supply 12V power.

Note 1

~

I
~
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The number of PLG pulses depends on the number of
poles of the motor.
Number of PLG pulses = 150 pulses / number of poles
Example:
Install a 300 pulse-per-revolutionPLG for a2-pole motor ora 600 pulse-perrevolution
for
PLG
4-pole motor.

8 Poles Motor

I
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3-2 TERMINAL DESCRIPTION

1
I

1 I
I I

Terminal Signal
No.
name
C9

Terminal name

I

Description

Rating, etc.

PLG signal 1
PA1 (phase A +) terminal
Receives phase A and phase B signals
from encoder.

--

1

B10

1 1
PB2

Common
(PLG phase B -)
Connect PLG power input.
Connect 12 V + to terminal 88.
Connect ground (SG) to terminal C8.
Connect shielding line of shielded cable
to terminal C8.
Connector

Pins (8locations)
with M3 screw for mounting card
Terminal block TB2

t

Terminals occupied when using PLG
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WIRING ON
3-3 CAUTIONARY
NOTES

I

(1) Wiring to speed detector (PLG)
Use a twisted pair shieldedcable (not smaller than 16 AWG (1.25 mm2))for wiring
to the Option Card (T-OPT20). The wiring to
terminal B8 (12 V) and the wiringof the
shield line of the twisted pair shielded cable toterminal C8 (SG)
should be as follows
depending on the lengthof the wiring.

I

Length of wiring

I

Increase in size

r

0'

I No longer than 100 m I No smaller than 16 AWG (1.25 mrr?) I
No longer than 200 m No smaller than 14 AWG (2.00 mm2)

.X. For theT-OPT20 terminals (CQ, C10, B9and BlO), connect the feedbacksignal
which has a phase angle that advances by90"to terminals C9and C10 when the
motor rotates in the forward direction.
Connect
C9 to (PA1)
and CIO to PA^)
Connect
B9 to (PB1)
and B10 to (PB2)

!
!

{

{l

I
1 - 11
I
r

I Advance by 90"

I

-

I

I
I

1

I

Signal names
shown in parenthesis.

Time

I

1
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3-4 ADJUSTMENT
(1) Parameters
Before operating the inverter, set the following parameters.

Table of parameters
Function
No.

Function

37

Number of motor poles

105

0.01 Range of speed feedback 400 Hz
9999

106

Feedback gain

I

Range of Minimum Ex-factory
Note
setting
setting
setting
2 - 10%
4
1
See page 7.
- 9998

,

0.01 Hz

9999

0.1

1

0 - 100

6

Speed feedback does not
occur if set to o1 9999,
See page 8.

I
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(2) Setting number of motor poles (Pr.37)
Set the numberof poles of the motor used.
.X. Option Error (E.OPT) occurs if the inverter is operated withthis parameter set to
11 - 9998.
Resetting: Set the number of motor poles to the correct value. Reset theinverter.

,f
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(3) Setting speed feedback range (Pr.105)
Set the range in which the feedbackcontrol takes place.
Set the upper
and lower values based on the target value i.e. the frequency at which
the user desires the motor to operate
reliably.
Set this parameter byconvertingthe slip(rpm) of the motor its
at rated,speedand load
to a frequency.

(Example)Assume that the rated speed of a 4-pole motor is 1,740 rpm at60 Hz.
Slip Nsp = synchronous speed - rated speed
= 1,800 - 1,770 = 30 (rpm)
Frequency fspcorresponding to the slip
fsp = (Nsp x number of poles)/l20
= (30X 4)/120 = 1 (HZ)
Poor response will resultif the feedback range istoo wide.

I

Speed
feedback
range

In power
operation
regenerative
In

__

Target vallle
(target s

hTration

*X The speed feedback is set to 9999
(speed feedback notavailable) at the factory.
Before starting operation, be sureto set this parameter tothe proper value.
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(4) Setting feedback gain (Pr.106)
Set this parameterif the rotation is unstable or responseis poor.
Setting greater than 1 ............. ..Response is improved. Unstable operation overor
current tends to occur.
Setting less than 1 ....................
Responsebecomesslow. Stableoperationresults.

3-5 CAUTIONARY NOTES ON PLG FEEDBACK CONTROL
(1) Incorrect number of poles of the motor results in operation or control at incorrect
speeds.
(2) The PLG should be coupled to the motor withits axis aligned exactly in line with the
motor axis. The speed ratio should be 1:1.
I

(3) To avoid instable phenomena such as hunting, feedback control doestake
not place
during acceleration or deceleration.
Feedback control takes place once the output frequency reaches within
(set speed)
f (speed feedback range).
(4) Ifanyofthefollowingsituationsoccurduringaspeedfeedbackoperation,theinverter
will not stop operation
or produce an alarm. The inverter produces
a frequency of (set
speed) f (speed feed-back range)and does not follow the motor speed.
The pulse encoder stops generating pulse signals due to failure such as electrical
discontinuity.
Pulse signals cannot bedetected correctly dueto interference such as induction
noise.
The motor is forced
to accelerate (regenerativeoperation) ordecelerate (suchas
motor locking) due to a large
force.
external

t
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3-6 SPECIFICATIONS
(1) Drive motor
2-, 4-, 6-,or 8-pole
Standard motor
Constant torque motor 2-, 4-, 6-, or 8-pole

(2)Speed detector (PLG)
-4

I

Signal 1 (phase A)

I

_____

H level 1OV or more
L level 0.4V or less
(RP.112 made by
Ono Sokki Co Ltd. or equivalent)

Signal 2 (phase B)

PLG output signal terminal numbers (On0 Sokki RP.112)
Terminal No.

I
I
I
I

-

1
2

3

I
I

I

1

Description
Sianal 1 (phase A)

Common

6

Case (shield)

8

I

Signal 2 (phase B)

4

7

I

Common

I
I

I 12v
I ov

(3) Speed variation
Within kO.1 Yo of the maximum speed (3600 rpm)
(Load variation,x0 - 100 YO)...... 6 Hz or more)
*X 100% load means the maximumcontinuous operating torque with respectto the
operating frequency thatdepends on the motor output characteristics. See the
catalog or technical data.
(4) Speed control range

The speed control range depends on the inverter.

(5) Setting
Setting speed feedback range
Setting feedback gain
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(6) Power
The PLG and Option Card need a DC 12 V power source.
The customer should prepare this power source
asit is not within the system
supplied.
Powersource:
DC 12 V
No less than 200 mA current carrying capacity
For PLG-approximately 150mA for normal operation
For Option Card-50 mA

3-7 CAUTIONARY NOTES ON USING PLG
The PLG consists of precision parts and components.
Handle and operate the PLG withcare. It may not function correctly if given a shock.

I
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(1 ) Installation
When installing the PLG do not subject it to shock by hammering it or exerting
excessive force on the shaft.
Use a coupling to connect the encoder shaft and the equipment shaft.
Do not apply excessive forces wheninstalling the coupling on the shaft.
An improperly installed coupling may cause the shaftsto receive a force larger
than that allowed. Make sure that the shafts are correctly
aligned and centered.
Bearing life depends on theconditions of use, especially on the shaft load. Note
that longer bearing life can be expected under lower shaft loads.
Do not disassemble the PLG, otherwise the oil sealingand drip proof capability
may be impaired. Although the PLG
dripisproof, make sure that
it is not exposed
to water or oil for a long period. Wipe off water or oil if splashed.

(2) Vibration
Vibration may cause the PLG to generate incorrect pulses. Make sure that the
PLG is installed in a location free from the influenceof vibration.
The clearance betweenthe slits of rotatingslit disc is small for PLGs that generate
many pulses per revolution. Such PLGs are sensitive to vibration. During low
speed operation or when stopped, vibration maycause the PLG to act as if the
rotating slit disc had moved, makingit generate incorrect pulses.

I
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(3) Electrical wiring and connection
Make sure that the electrical wiring and connections are correct. Otherwise, the
internal circuits will be damaged.
(4) Counter-measuresagainst noise

/--

Do not install the cables in parallel to power lines or in the same wiring duct.
Do not use the PLG near dischargewelding equipment or an electric furnace or
similar equipment. In this case provide the cables with magnetic shield.
Be sure to use shielded cables for extension wiring.
Incorrect pulses may be generated when turning on or off the power. Wait a few
seconds afterturning on or off the power, before use.
If malfunction due to noise caused by electrical potential between the PLG and
control panel enclosures is possible, connect thetwo enclosures with wires no
smaller than 2.0 mmz (14AWG).
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4. 1&BIT DIGITAL INPUT
External BCD or binarydigital signals can be used to set frequencies.

4-1 EXAMPLES OF WIRING
(1) For relay contact signal input

(2) For open collector signal input

[BCD code]

[BCD code]

4th digit
(x 1000)

3th digit
(x 100)

2nd digit
(x 10)

1 stdigit
(x 1)

4th digit
(x 1000)

I
I
I

3th digit
(x 100)

2nd digit
(x 10)

1st digit
(x 1)

Read command

I

r

i

[

Read command
Parenthesis show terminal numbers on terminal block TB2.

I
i

using relay contacts, use
relays
for
openinglclosing micro-electric
currents.
2 For the open collector signal input system, use transistors of the following
specifications.
IC>100mA
Leakage current no greater than 100 FA
VCE1 5 0 V
Limit the base current so thatvoltageVCEisnogreater than 2 Vwhen IC
is 10 mA.

;

Note
When
1

1
I

1

1

1

0
1I
f
\
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Terminal usage (DY)
\
1

4

Data (signal 0 to 15)
Should be no shorter than 50 mS
Data readout timing
(between signals Dy and SD)

I

c > I

The inverter does not read frequency data
if the connection between terminals66
(DY) and C7 (SD) is open.
This meansthat, althoughsignal 0 to 15 varies the frequency data established before
opening, the connection between signals DY
and SD remains valid. Terminals
between 66 (DY) and C7 (SD) are shortedwithajumperbeforedeliveryfrom
factory.
the
Before
using terminal 66 (DY), remove
jumper.
the

<
\

!
i

4-3 ADJUSTMENT

iI

(1) Parameters
Before operating the inverter, set the following parameters.

I I
Function

Function

No.

100

101
102
103

O4

BCD input

Binary input

Range of setting

I

Ex-factory
setting

Bias

0 - 400 Hz

0 Hz

Gain

0 - 400 HZ, 9999

60 HZ

Bias

0-400Hz

0 Hz

Gain

0 - 400 Hz, 9999

60 HZ

Selection of digital input and availability 0,1, 2, 3,
of analog compensation input
9999

14

9999

I

Note

I

1

3i
I

(2) Input selection (Pr.104)
Parameter 104 allows the operator to select the type of digital input signals and
availability of analog compensation for digital input signals.

/-

Analog compensation input

Type of digital
input signals

Compensation available

ICompensation not available

BCD input

0

2

Binary input

1

3

% Analog compensation input signals are connected betweenterminals1 and 5.
Analog signals are not accepted if set to “ 0 or “1.”
If set to “9999” (factory setting), digital input is not used.

(3) Bias adjustment (Pr.lOO and Pr.102)
These parameters provide bias and gain adjustment overdigital input signals.
The output frequencyshould be set whendigital input is0. If primary magnetic flux
control has been selected then frequent should be set.
BCD input ................ Use parameter 100.
Binary input ..............Use parameter 102.
(4) Gain adjustment (Pr.101 and Pr.103)
Two methods areavailable for setting gain magnitudes as shown below.
% Gain adjustment method by setting output frequency with input signal
“9999” (for BCD codes) or FFFFH (for binary)
(The inverter is factory-set to 60 Hz with this input signal.)

I -

O

15

being

Note: When adjusting the bias and gain, output frequencies with
digital signals
of “0” and “9999 (orFFFFH)” are employed, respectively,whether or not
digital input signals exist.
t

Gain adjustment method when
a BCD codeor binary value is used as the setting.
If parameter 101 (for BCD input) or parameter 103 (for binary input) is set to
“9999,” the digital input value is directly used as the output frequencysetting.
Example: To set output frequency to 120 Hz when BCD input is 120.

Note: If this method is used, bias setting (parameters 100 and 102) is not
available.

(5)Maximum output frequency

The gain settingdescribed in (4) above is used as the maximum output frequency
when digital input signals are used to operate the inverter.
If the maximum output frequencyis to be 60 Hz or higher, change the gain setting
through the parameter unit.

(6) Acceleration/deceleration time

Likethe analog signal input system,when the frequency is established by digital input
signals, thetime necessary to reach
the parameter 20 value (acceleration/deceleration reference frequency)is used as the acceleratioddecelerationtime.

I

I

I
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4-4 CAUTIONARY NOTES
(1) Digital input signals are subjected to the following restrictions.
If the digital signals are used as BCD input, input signals into OAH through OFH
in each lineare ignoredwhen theinverter is in operation. Therefore, the inverter
continues to operate according to the input signals having been established
before the above data entry into OAH through OFH.
,

(2) This Option Card isexclusive for MELTRAC-A seriesproducts and is not applicable
for
other
series.

(3) With the digital input card T-OPT20 installed, the functions ofthe MELTRAC-A
inverter and the usage of its terminals are as listed in the following table.

Usage of inverter terminals

I

Terminal
symbol

Terminal name

STF

Operation in normal direction

STR

I

-

Validity of inverter terminal
~

~~

Valid

Operation in reverse direction

Valid

Terminal for selecting holding during
start-up

Valid

Multi-speed selection terminal

'Invalid (Speed
setting is available but not operative,)

JOG mode selection terminal or
external thermal input terminal

Valid

RT

Secondary acceleration/deceleration
time selection terminal

Valid

MRS

Inverter output halt terminal

Valid

STOP

I

RH, RM, RL

/-

I

RES

Reset terminal

Valid

AU

Current input selection terminal

'Invalid

cs

Re-start selection terminal after
instantaneous power failure
Frequency setting (voltage signal)
terminal

Valid
(only if Pr.57 is not 9999.)

1

'Invalid

1

Frequency setting auxiliary input
(f5 V or k10 V) terminal

'Valid if Pr.104 is set to "2" or "3."

4

Frequency setting (current signal)
terminal

'Invalid

I

"Invalid" if accompanied by symbol "*" becomes valid if parameter Pr.104 is set
to 9999.
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(4) With theT-OPT20 Option Card installed, inverterterminal 1 may receive
0 to 5 V (or
0 to 10 V) signals from an external potentiometer. In this situation, the inverter will
operate at a frequency which
is the sumof the BCD input from the
T-OPT20 Option
Card and the auxiliary inputthrough terminal 1 provided that parameter 104 is set
to "2"or "3." BCD inputsignals and auxiliary inputsignals may beused separately.
For example, inverter maybe operated manually withsignals from a potentiometer
or operated automatically with BCD signals.
In such cases, set the BCD input
signals
during manual operationto "0."

(5)If used with BCD input signals,data cannot be entered to addressesOAH through
OFH in each line.
Even if data enters into OAH through OFH during operation,such data entry is ignored.
The inverter thereforecontinuesto operate at the frequency
havingbeen established
before the above data entry.

4-5 SPECIFICATIONS
Type of digital input signals .................. 4-digit BCD 16-bit binary
Selection of digital input signals ...........Selected through parameter unit
Input system ......................................... Contact signals or open collector input
signals.
Adjustment functions ........................... (1) Bias and gain
(2) Analog compensation input
(Establishedthroughparameterunit)

O /
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5. ADD-ON ANALOG OUTPUT
One signal of 16 types of signals including output frequency, output current, etc.,
can be
selected and read out as an analog signal onan ammeter or voltmeter that is connected
to the corresponding terminals.

5-1 EXAMPLE OF WIRING
The voltmeter or ammeteris connected as shown in the following figure.
/4

Inverter

MOTOR

Power __O

Voltmeter

: :
; :
:
:

.
'.
.----.-----,. ...............
Ammeter
..............

+?........I

I
I

.

......
I

$

:.a

3

I -

(Note) Voltmeterandammetercannot
be
used
simultaneously.

1

Note: Make sure thatthe wiring for the voltmeter or
current meter does notexceed
10 m in length.
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5-3 ADJUSTMENT
(1) Parameters
Before operating the inverter, set the following parameters.
Function
No.

f-

Function

Minimum Range
of
Ex-factory
increment
setting

setting

135

Analog output signal selection

1-21

1

136

Setting at zero analog output

0 - 100%

0.1%

0%

0.1%

100%

137

Setting at maximum analog output 0 - 100%

l7

Note
Not valid for 4,
15,16,19 and 20

(2) Analog output signal selection (Pr.135)
Use the table below to select thetype of analog signal to be sent out through
terminals
A9 (LMO) and A8 (LM1).
Enter the signal numberinto parameter 135.

List of signals
Description of output signal

Signal No.

I

1

Output frequency (Hz)

5

I Frequency setting (Hz)

6
7

~

Converter output voltage (V)

9

Regenerative brake duty (%)

11
12
13

I Twice the rated torque of motor used

Electronic thermal load ratio f%)
Peak output current (A)
Peak converter output voltage (V)

18
21

Reference voltage output

17
,-

I

Input power (kW)
Output power (kW)
Load meter (“lo)
Motor excitation current (A)

14

I Value converted
Pr.37
by

Operating speed
Motor torque (Yo).X

8

10

Full scale value

I

Thermal ooeration level
400 V or 800 V

I

Twice the rated power of motor used
Twice the rated power of motor used

Full scale voltage and current are out
on terminals LMO and LM1

% The motor torque is valid only whenthe primary magneticflux control is selected
on the inverter.
21
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(3) Meter calibration (Pr.135, Pr.901 and [ m] and [ EI] keys)
1) Connect a direct current voltmeter(or direct current ammeter) betweenterminal
A9 ((LMO) or A8 (LM1)) and terminal A10 (LM2). Make sure thatthe polarity is
correct.
2) Set Pr. 135
(analogoutput signalselection)to "21" (reference voltage). Check that
the meter pointer
movesand the followinganalog signals are actually generated.
Between terminals A9(LMO) and A10 (LM2) :
Maximum output voltage previously set.
(Factory setting is DC 10 V.)
Between terminal A9 (LM1) and A10 (LM2) :
Maximum outputcurrent previously set.
(Factory setting is DC 1 mA.)
3) Read Pr.901 (AM terminal calibration).
In this condition,
operate [m] and [m] keys on the parameter unit
so that the meter
pointer reachesthe full scalevalue. Writethe data and thecalibration iscomplete.

0

(4) Adjusting analog signals (Pr.136 and Pr.137)

Set the zeroanalog output point (meter zero)and the maximum analog output(full
scale) point as follows so that outputsignals (selected through Pr. 135)are sent out
as analog signals (outputsignals for meters) in the range of DC 0 to 10 V, or DC 0
to 1 mA.
CurrentVoltage
(LM1) (LM6)

t

t

: signal
I

I

Output signal value at zero analog
output Set this value through
parameter 136.
I

I

I
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Output signal value at maximum
analog output (full scale).
Set this value through
parameter
137.
'
I

0

1

!
I

5-4 CAUTIONARY NOTES
(1) The voltage output signals (terminal A9 (LMO))and current outputsignals (terminal
A8 (LM1)) cannot be used simultaneously.
(2) If a voltmeter having an internal impedance smaller than the values listed in the
specification,or a current meter having an internal impedance largerthan the values
listed in the specification is used, the meter pointer will not reach full
thescale value.
Such meters cannot be calibrated.
P

(3) The full scale output isfactory-set for DC 10 V and DC 1 mA meters. If a voltmeter
(DC 7 V or smaller) having a full scale that is smaller than the factory setting, or a
current meter (DC0.7 mA or less) having a full scale thatis smaller than the factory
setting is used, the meter may be damagedduring calibration.
To calibrate meters having smallerfull scale values, first adjust the output
at terminal
A9 (LMO) or A8 (LM1)) to the minimum. Then connect the meter forcalibration.

5-5 SPECIFICATIONS
(1) Output Signals
Voltage output (between terminals A9 (LMO) and A10 (LM2): DC 0 to 10 V
Current output (between terminals A8 (LM1) and A10 (LM2): DC 0 to 1 mA
(2) Output Resolution
10 mA
Voltage outpu
Current output 1 pA
(3) Indicator accuracy
of the full scale output
May differ from onetype of signal to another.

/--

(4) Applicable meters
Voltmeters
Direct current voltmeter: full scale 10 V
(internal impedance no smallerthan 2.7 kR)
Current meters
Direct current current meter: full scale 10 mA
(internal impedance no greaterthan 800 R)
Wiring distance
Maximum 10 m
23

(5) Output Signal Descriptions
One signal of the following output signals can be selected and indicated (output):
inverter output current (motor current), output frequency, output voltage, frequency
setting, operation speed,motortorque,converteroutputvoltage, regenerativebrake
duty, electronic thermal load ratio, peak outputcurrent, peak converter voltage,
input
power, output power, load meter, motor excitation current and reference voltage
output.

0

24
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6. RELAY OUTPUT
Four of the ten standard output
signals (RUN, SU, IPF/UVT,OL1, FU1, FU2, RPB, THP,
PRG, and PU) are selected and sent out through relaycontacts (ICcontacts).
Time-up signals and group selection signals during program operation and limit signals
and direction signals are sent out during PI control.

6-1 INTERNAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
1A

/-

18

1c
2A

28
2c
3A
38
3c

4A
40

4c
Internal circuit diagram

6-3 OUTLINE
(1) Output signal selection 1
Depending on the parameter76 setting, the following data is indicated.

I

-

Pr.76 setting
-Two-digit setting

P

1

The lower bit can be any value.
The lower bit is used to allocate the open
collector output of the inverter.
The high bit selects the relay output of T-OPT20.

0 .............. Ten signals including RUN, SU, IPF, etc. can be allocated.
1 ,.............Alarmcode is allocated.
2 ..............RUN, SU, IPF, etc. are output in normal condition. Alarm code is
output in abnormal condition.
3 ..............Time-up signal and group selection signal are allocated.
5 .............. Limit signal and direction signal are allocated during PI control.

(2) Output signal selection 2
Dependingon the parameter
134 setting, output signals through relays RA1through
RA4 are any of the ten signals such as RUN, SU, IPF, etc.

L Pr.134 setting 1
*Four-digit setting

Fourth digit : Indicates output signal through relay RA4
Third digit

: Indicates output signal through relay RA3

Second digit : Indicates output signal through relay RA2
First digit

: Indicates output signal through relay RA1

27

Description of signals
Depending on number in each digit
of parameter 134, the following signalscan be
selected.

I Settina I
0
1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

descriDtionSianal
Inverter is in operation (RUN).

I

Frequency arrive (SU).
Instantaneous power failure or under-voltage (IPFNVT).
Overload alarm (OL)
Frequency detection for over frequency arrive (FU1)
Secondary frequencydetection for over frequency arrive (FU2)
Regenerative brake pre-alarm(RBP)
Electronic thermal pre-alarm (THP)
In program mode operation (PRG)
PU operation mode (PU)

0

Example: Pr.134 = 0123 (factory setting)
RAI: Inverter is in operation (RUN).
RA2: Frequency is reached (SU).
RA3: Instantaneous power failure or under-voltage (IPF/UVT)
(3) Alarm code output
This is the same function as for the open collector output on the circuit board
on the
inverter.
See the operation manualof the inverter.
(4) Program operation signal output
Relay RA1 ..........Time-up signal
Relay RA2..........Group 3 selection signal
Relay RA3 ..........Group 2 selection signal
Relay RA4 ..........Group 1 selection signal

(5)Signal output duringPI control

(will be on market shortly.)
Relay RA1 .......... Upper limit
Relay RA2.......... Lower limit
Relay RA3..........Normal operation output
Relay RA4 ..........Reverse operation output

28
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(6) Regenerative brake pre-alarm (RBP)
The pre-alarmsignal is generated when 85% of theregenerativebrakeduty
established through parameterPr.70 is reached.

7. 12-8 IT A/D CONVERTER FOR FREQUENCY
SIGh IALS
The T-OPT20 is equipped with
a 12-bitN D converter. With this converter connected to
the main control circuit boardon the inverter, the
12-bitresolutionis automatically applied
to frequency commands such as0 to 5/10 V, 0 to f5 V / f l O V, 4 to 20 mA, etc.
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Control card on inverter
<T-CNT20>
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Option card
<T-OPT20>
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